Introducing into the UK market the new Awemak cultivation and grass harrow range of equipment.
PFC Agri Solutions have been appointed as the distributor for the UK ROI.
Awemak have been manufacturing top quality products since 1989 using high quality components
sourced from world industry leaders. Backed up with our customers knowledge that we offer a large
inventory of spare parts. PFC are passionate about our work and make every effort to be the best at
what we do.
PFC offer various disc and tine implements with fully mounted and semi mounted options to suit
each customer individual needs.
The full range consists of vineyard and orchard discs, conventional ploughs, spring tine seedbed
cultivators, discs, subsoiler, tine and disc combinations with power requirements of 35-500hp
Prices Starting
From £7,250
Excluding delivery

The Matador heavy stubble cultivator with working widths of 3, 4.8 and 6 meters and a maximum
working depth of 350mm. This machine has large under beam clearance of 850mm and 800mm inter
row spacing. Standard equipment includes, NSK bearings, LED lighting, and 3 packer options of
wheel roller, packer roller and steel ring packer.
Prices Starting
From £3950

Prices Starting
From £10950
Excluding delivery

Excluding delivery

The Ozyrys BT 3-meter disc harrow has 2 rows of independently sprung 610mm discs which are well
suited for shallow surface cultivation up to 150mm working depth. Standard specification includes
NSK bearings, LED lights, active side screens and straw tines. Optional equipment is a sprung loaded
breaker board and hydraulic working depth adjustment. The Ozyrys BT can be combined with the
Atom GT subsoiler as a single pass unit for the min till operation of directly after ploughing removing
compaction pans and aerating the soil with a maximum working depth of 450mm
The Thor BC grassland harrow is available in 3 and 6 meter widths. The system is setup with sprung
loaded levelling board, 2 rows of 12mm tines and 3 rows of 9mm tines with hydraulic adjustment of
working angle. the machine offers excellent ground contour following.
The Proline grassland harrow differs from the Thor BC by using 5 rows of 9mm tines with hydraulic
angle adjustment.

Both machines are fitted as standard with LED lights and an have the option of a Pneumatic seeding
system proving excellent flexibility for boundary management, reseeding damaged areas or
establishing new grass leys.

For Further information on the high quality and competitively priced products contact:
Andrew: 07967300578
Martin: 07769 992 932
www.pfc-eu.com

